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унга фзига ишоншини ортириши ва равон сфзлашига туртки бфлиши айтиб фтиган.
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РАЗВИТИЯ СТУДЕНТОВ СТРАТЕГИИ В ОБУШЕНИИ СЛОВ
Аллабердиева‖Гулшода‖Бахтияровна
Ферганский‖политехнишеский‖институт
Преподаватель‖кафедры‖Обушения‖языкам
e-mail: g.allaberdieva@ferpi.uz
Аннотачия: На этом статье иджт решь о том, как важно обушающийся
иностранному языку должны развивать хороший словарный запась на иносранном языке в
челях правильно и бегло шитать, слышать и выражать себя. Иследования лигвитов показали
што язык используемый в устной и письменной реши охватывает большую шасть
установленного языка. Студенты верят што словарный запас следует познавать в
контексте, а также они согласны с тем, што словарный запас должен быть изушен и
применжн на практике. Секрет узушения словарного запаса может вклюшить в себя помощь
студентам рассмотреть исползования этих запас на иносранном, ознокомление их со
стратегиями используемые профессональными обушающимися языка для развития их
эффективных стратегии для обушения.
Клюшевые слова: понять, шжтко, согласно, преобладающий, овладеть, умелые,
изушение, выушивший словарь, постоянно, использовать, реальный, вступать в контакт,
сотруднишать.
DEVELOPING STUDENTS VOCABULARY LEARNING STRATEGIES
Allaberdieva Gulshoda Bakhtiyarovna
Fergana Polytechnic Institute
Department of Teaching Languages, teacher
e-mail: g.allaberdieva@ferpi.uz
Annotation: This article devoted about how foreign language learners must develop a good
foreign language vocabulary in order to grasp what they hear and read and to express themselves
fluently and appropriately. This research studies in corpus linguistics point out that the language
which is used in speech and writing covers a high proportion of pre-fabricated language. The
students predominantly believed that vocabulary should be acquired in context and they also tended
to agree that vocabulary can be studied and put to use. The secret to vocabulary learning may include
helping students see the relevance of strategy use in learning foreign language vocabulary,
introducing them to the strategies used often by proficient vocabulary learners and most important
encouraging them to develop their own effective strategies for learning.
Key words: to grasp, fluently, appropriately, predominantly, to be acquired, proficient
vocabulary learners, to research, vocabulary acquisition, consistently, to adopt, authentic, correlated,
to contribute.
It is widely accepted today that to learn English as second or foreign language, a
person should set himself to the task of acquiring a huge amount of the lexicon of English.
In addition, research studies in corpus linguistics point out that the language which is used
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in speech and writing covers a high proportion of pre-fabricated language therefore, foreign
language learners must develop a good foreign language vocabulary in order to grasp what
they hear and read and to express themselves fluently and appropriately.[1,3]
Strategies in vocabulary development:
Why it is important?

Building of vocabulary for all learners essential, especially for ELL;

To gain information from reading, knowing meaning of words important;

Fluency is tied to vocabulary knowledge.
It is a very well-known fact that, research has largely sought the best strategy for
vocabulary acquisition. In reality, however, learners tend to use a variety of strategies in
combination. Students consistently adopt types of strategies based on their beliefs about
vocabulary learning or on other pre-existing cognitive or social factors. Therefore, how
different learners combine different strategies and how this affects their learning outcomes
warrant studying, perhaps more than the effects of individual strategies.
Taxonomies of Vocabulary Learning Strategies:
strategies involving authentic language use
strategies used for self-motivation
strategies used to organize words
strategies used to create mental linkages
memory strategies
strategies involving creative activities
strategies involving physical action
strategies used to overcome anxiety
auditory strategies
The students predominantly believed that vocabulary should be acquired in
context and they also tended to agree that vocabulary can be studied and put to use. They
reported extensive use of guessing strategies when reading, employing both local cues and
wider cues .They seemed to use dictionary strategies widely, for comprehension, for
vocabulary learning and for looking-up strategies. [2, 3] They also used note-taking
strategies up to a certain extent, notes containing either meaning-related or usage-related
information.
Generally, the students did not seem to believe in memorization; in accordance with
their beliefs, they responded, negatively to rote memorization strategies. They most focused
on guessing, dictionary strategies and activation strategies. The results suggest that learners
employ a wide range of vocabulary learning strategies other than rote learning strategies.
The beliefs of acquiring vocabulary in context, learning vocabulary and putting it
into use and, oral repetition, extended dictionary, dictionary looking, visual encoding
strategies were highly correlated with vocabulary size test. But on the other hand,
memorization strategies, guessing strategies in wider context, dictionary comprehension,
dictionary looking-up, self-initiation, usage oriented note-taking, using word lists and
activation strategies were not highly correlated with vocabulary size test.
The secret to vocabulary learning may include helping students see the relevance of
strategy use in learning foreign language vocabulary, introducing them to the strategies
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used often by proficient vocabulary learners and most important encouraging them to
develop their own effective strategies for learning.
Dictionary Definition for “Vocabulary” [2, 6]
1.
A list or collection of words or of words and phrases usually alphabetically
arranged and explained or defined
2.
A sum or stock of words employed by a language, group, individual, or work
or in a field of knowledge b. A list or collection of terms or codes available for use (as in an
indexing system)
3.
A supply of expressive techniques or devices (as of an art form)
Are Dictionary Definitions Always Effective?
Using a Dictionary is Not Enough:
Reading a definition does not tell us how a word is actually used
We need examples in context
Dictionary definitions can be incomplete
Being able to define a word is an end result of knowing the word very well
Reinforce Definitions With:
Gestures
Pictures
Objects
Examples and non-examples
What is vocabulary instruction?
Process that continues throughout life
Includes the development of receptive (listening and reading) and expressive
(speaking and writing) vocabularies
Includes both direct and indirect methods of instruction
Research-based components of effective instruction:
High-quality oral language experiences that develop word consciousness, the
knowledge of and interest in words
Explicit instruction of specific words
Modeling and instruction in independent word-learning strategies (ex: CPR &
OPIN)
Time and support for wide reading
Why build vocabulary?
The meanings of individual words contribute to the meanings of sentences
and therefore to understanding.
After the age of five, oral conversation is a much less effective way of
developing vocabulary knowledge.
As students increase their reading skills, text becomes the vehicle for learning
many new words that are not part of their oral vocabulary.
Words Heard in an Hour
Poverty: 615 words
Middle Class: 1,251 words
Professional: 2,153 words
How Do Children Learn Vocabulary?
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Teach directly and indirectly
Repetitions
Rich Context
Incidental Learning
Computer Technology
Use multiple vocabulary instruction methods
Words to Teach Directly
Words critical to understanding the text
Words that are likely to be encountered many times
Difficult words that need interpretation - metaphorical, abstract, nuanced
How to Select Vocabulary Words
Pick 3-5 words for direct teaching
Select words that are:
unfamiliar to the students
Big ideas of the author
Words used to summarize the text
Language has no independent existence, living in some sort of mystical space
apart from the people who speak it. [3] Language exists only in the brains and mouths
and ears and hands and eyes of its users. When they succeed on the international stage their
language succeeds. When they fail, their language fails.
Students are also encouraged to learn material in greater depth than they
might otherwise have done, and to think of creative ways to convince the teacher that they
have mastered the required material. Oftentimes people will feel that they are getting
nowhere when a student simply wants to speak about their job, or their cat, or even their
wife! Since they usually are the ones paying for it, they will argue that they can have the
right to do this. Naturally, this is true. If they want to talk incessantly about their pet, then
simply incorporate that into the whole lesson. The more they talk, the better their English
will become!
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Teaching, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, (1985).
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